
Liberate working capital to 
strengthen your supply chain
How early payments benefit you and your suppliers
Execute your working capital strategies: Early payment programs give you the levers and leeway to determine the 
best way to manage your working capital; allowing you apply the right funding, at the right time, for specific business 
challenges and scenarios.

Strengthen your financial supply chain: Suppliers have more freedom to manage the timing of their collections. If they 
need more cash at the end of a month or quarter they can select that option. If they want to be paid as soon as 
possible on every invoice, they can enable CashFlow™. Early payment programs help ensure that as you grow, your 
suppliers can keep pace with you.

Manage risk: Leverage your exceptional credit to spread lower cost working capital throughout your supply chain and/
or gain predictable returns by funding early payments with your own cash. Maintain the ability to choose which 
method is best for your financial situation.

Source early payment capital based on your business goals
Use your own funds: Dynamic discounting leverages your own cash to finance supplier’s early payments. These returns 
can be recognized as a reduction of your cost of goods sold or as return on invested capital.

Use third-party funds: With supply chain finance you still offer your suppliers the opportunity for early payment 
without negatively impacting your DPO.

Taulia provides unmatched funding flexibility. With ever-changing business dynamics, you have the choice to respond 
with the right tactics and align all your funding decisions with your business’s present needs and future goals.

Supplier Finance



Are you ready to liberate your working capital? 
Visit us www.taulia.com to learn more.

Two Solutions: One Platform
The Taulia Platform: Taulia provides both dynamic discounting and supply chain finance with a single integration to 
your ERP and a consistent experience for your suppliers. Use the funding source that makes the most sense for any 
given supplier at any given time. This allows working capital flexibility for you while providing your suppliers with 
certainty that they’ll have access to early payments, at clear rates, without the hassle or uncertainty of auctions.

Trusted by major companies worldwide: Taulia works with over 130 major brands, has more than 2 million supplier 
connections globally and sees over a million supplier interactions on a daily basis.

White-glove treatment: We offer white-glove service to help you maximize the impact of your early payment 
program. We help you maximize adoption to achieve your objectives and adjust your strategies as your goals 
change. Our teams work with you throughout the program to get the results you need.

Dynamic Discounting
Dynamic Discounting gives you the power to offer suppliers optimum early payment discount rates, based on the 
recommendations of our proprietary predictive analytics. Suppliers can take advantage of early payments in return 
for a discount. Your suppliers choose which invoices to accelerate according to their cash needs. The earlier the 
payment, the greater the discount. Taulia provides the right early payment options for your business and your 
supplier base.

You benefit from greater discount yield, predictable return on your cash and realize immediate return on investment. 
You also reap the rewards of helping your suppliers grow alongside you. This strengthens the relationship across 
your entire financial supply chain, including your suppliers’ suppliers. It’s win-win for everyone.

Supply Chain Finance
Taulia’s Supply Chain Finance provides funding that helps both you and and your suppliers. A third-party funder pays 
your suppliers early, providing them access to critical liquidity. You then pay the funder on the due date of the 
payable, preserving your cash.

Supply Chain Finance is a vital tool to help you execute your global working capital strategy. With our intelligent and 
transparent platform, both parties have control over cash flow. You can collaborate to craft programs that meet each 
party’s liquidity objectives without negatively impacting either parties cash conversion cycle.




